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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 1:15 pm – 2:00 pm �Earning Trust in a Time of Radical Transparency�Roxi Beck, The Center for Food Integrity�Never before have consumers wanted to know more about food, yet understood less about the system from which it comes. Never before have consumers had access to so much information from multiple channels and sources about food and the food system, yet lacked direct access to people who make it possible. They’re almost completely disconnected from production of the food they eat, yet completely reliant upon it. This represents challenge, and it offers unprecedented opportunity. Roxi will dig into research-based consumer insights, a historical perspective as to why transparency has become a demand, and a peer-reviewed and published communications model that offers straightforward guidance on how to engage and build trust with a consuming public that doesn’t fully understand food production.My session: what’s changed and why has this happened?1968Social license and FTO and costTransparencyTrust building communication



TO EARN CONSUMER TRUST 
IN TODAY’S FOOD SYSTEM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our Board of Directors includes: World Wildlife Fund, Universities, Costco, National Pork Board, Chick-Fil-A, Kroger, Genus, Food Marketing Institute.End of day: we’re advocates for sustainable, transparent food system. The Center for Food Integrity helps today’s food system earn consumer trust. As an advocate for a transparent sustainable food system, we conduct comprehensive and balanced consumer research, facilitate engagement and dialogue between consumers and the food system on important food topics. We empower today’s food system to improve alignment between practices and consumer expectations. Not-for-profit organizationDo not lobbyDo not advocate on behalf of members/project supporters, companies, brands, productsGoal: Empower consumers through informed choiceWe accomplish our mission by:Designing and developing models to define and communicate trustResearch consumer attitudes and new approaches to building trustEngage stakeholders across the food system to work together  Develop programs and messages that create better understanding of today’s food system resulting in enhanced consumer trust 



Do Consumers Trust Food Labels?



Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m going to spend some time telling you about consumer sentiment about the food system, but I though it’d be helpful to hear directly from them yourselves. Do You Trust the Food Supply? Do You Trust the Food Supply? We asked consumers at a farmers market whether they trust the food supply. Listen closely. If there’s something you’ve heard before, raise your hand. 



Do Consumers Trust Food Labels?

Not Exactly
• Don’t know if I have a choice
• Always bad stuff hidden –

finding new ways to hide bad 
stuff – like fructose 

• “I get really scared” 
• Don’t pay too much attention 

– but probably not accurate
• Can’t say 20 of these 

ingredients

Kind Of
• Government oversight
• I trust me (free-range; 

criteria-based labeling: 
organic, grass-fed)

• Shift: plant-based diet
• I hope it says what it means
• I read labels – if I don’t trust it, 

I don’t buy it

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Insight – for other question we ask (trust farmers, trust food companies, etc… many give a definitive yes or no. we didn’t find that here. Instead, we saw a lot of 



What Else?

2000 U.S. consumers
Representative sample of population 
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35%

51%

57%

65%
1. Ingredients 

in food

3. Food safety

4. The treatment 
of animals 

raised for food

2. Impact of food 
on health

Most Searched Topics Online
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
(n-=1001) “For which of the following topics related to food have you ever searched for information online”Of ten types of information searched online about food/food system… these are the top 4.Others: 5. Enviro impact of food companies/manufacturers6. Enviro impact of farmers7. Biz ethics of those in food companies/manufacturers8. Labor and human rights related to food companies/manufacturers9. Labor and human rights related to farming10. Business ethics of those involved in farming
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“I feel confident about the food choices 
I make for my family.”

“ I am more concerned about 
healthy eating than I was a year ago.”

Food for My Family and Me

46%

43%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
%s are “high level of agreement” an 8, 9 or 10 on a scale of 0 to 10.Healthy eating: 2017 mean – 6.64Confident in food choices: 2017 = Mean 7.13Safety of food I eat: 2017 mean – 6.47Access to info: 2017 mean – 5.95 (up from 4.6 in 2007)Govt: 2017 mean score – 5.86 – UP from 4.68 in 2008
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Organics

“Food grown organically is more healthful than 
conventionally grown food.”

37% Strongly 
Agree

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stayed constant over 11 years
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Chemicals in food

Artificial ingredients in food

I’m Personally Concerned About…

52%

47%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
%s are “high level of agreement” an 8, 9 or 10 on a scale of 0 to 10.
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The number of ingredients in food

Genetic modification (GMOs) in 
food

I’m Personally Concerned About…

42%

44%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
%s are “high level of agreement” an 8, 9 or 10 on a scale of 0 to 10.
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Do You Want Genetically Modified 
(GMO) Foods to be Labeled?

Yes
72%

No
13%

Unsure
14%
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72% Want GMO Foods Labeled
• I believe it is my right to know (77%)
• I support transparency in labeling (60%)
• I want to avoid them because I don’t believe they are safe (31%)
• I am just curious to know which foods contain GMOs (28%)
• I don’t know whether they are safe (21%)

13% Do Not Want GMO Foods Labeled
• I believe it will cause consumer confusion (63%)
• I believe GMO foods are the same as non-GMO foods (39%)

14% Unsure GMO Foods Should be Labeled
• I am not familiar with GMO (40%)
• There’s not enough information available (27%)
• I just don’t care about the issue (19%)

But Why?



Today’s Consumers: 
Forever Changed.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Never before have they wanted to know more about food, yet understood less about the system from which it comes. Never before had access to as much information from multiple channels and sources about food and the food system, yet lack direct access to people who make it possible. Almost completely disconnected from the food they eat, yet completely reliant upon it. This represents challenge, and it offers unprecedented opportunity. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Despite the industry’s best intentions, consumers are skeptical about the decisions being made on their behalf, and the people making them.  
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Today’s Food System

Today food is generally:
•Safer
•Consistently available
•More affordable

Yet, skepticism reigns.

How did 
this happen?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Despite the industry’s best intentions, consumers are skeptical about the decisions being made on their behalf, and the people making them.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over the past 50 years, we have seen consumers dramatically change their attitudes about food. What started out as trust and respect for farmers has morphed into a growing hatred for “big food.”
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50 Years of Violations of Public Trust

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Add to that, the fact that, over the past 50 years, we have seen major events really re-shape consumers’ psyches and cause them to trust mistrust in institutions.   Both Martin Luther King, Jr. and presidential candidate Bobby Kennedy Jr. were assassinated in ’68.Protestors at the Democratic National Convention in Chicago were attacked by police and troops. The Vietnam War was raging, as was opposition to the war on campuses across the country. First time war was broadcast into people’s homes, via TV (new communication media channel).Christmas Eve that year marked a milestone in the environmental movement as images of earth from outer space were seen for the first time, generating new awareness that resources on the Blue Planet were not limitless. (Sparked the Green/Environmental Movement)The wave of high profile incidents that eroded trust in institutions continued in 1970 with the Kent State shootings…On May 4, 1970, four Kent State University students were killed and nine injured when members of the Ohio National Guard opened fire during a demonstration protesting the Vietnam War.’72 with the Watergate break-in which led to the first resignation of an American President, shaking trust in our government to the core.Three Mile Island, Exxon Valdez, Jim Bakker, Jimmy Swaggert, Iran-Contra,  We started to trust mistrust – and trust in institutions continued to decrease. Clinton/Lewinsky, Arthur-Andersen, Enron, WorldCom, the sub-prime Mortgage Crisis, priest abuse cover-up, BP oil spill, John Edwards, Eliot Spitzer, Abu Ghraib, Penn State, Congressional gridlock and Government shutdowns are all on the list of events and individuals that contributed to the erosion of American’s trust in institutions.  High profile events that raise questions about whether we should trust institutions or people in influential positions. And there were events across sectors of influence:
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50 Years of Violations of Public Trust

#METOO -
2017

POLICE-RACE TENSIONS 
- 2015

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The frequency and visibility of violations of public trust by government, military, business, educational and religious institutions has been consistent enough over the last four plus decades to breed broad public skepticism about whether or not institutions are worthy of trust. priest abuse cover-up, John Edwards, Eliot Spitzer, Abu Ghraib, the sub-prime Mortgage Crisis, BP oil spill, (disconnected comment from BP’s CEO) Penn State abuse, Congressional gridlock and Government shutdowns are all on the list of events and individuals that contributed to the dramatic and measurable erosion of American’s trust in institutions.  
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History: The Decline of Trust

The frequency and visibility of 
violations of public trust 

by government, military, business and religious institutions 
have been consistent enough over the last four-plus 

decades to breed broad public skepticism about 
whether or not institutions are worthy of trust. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The frequency and visibility of violations of public trust in the years that followed by government, military, business and religious institutions has been consistent enough over the last four-plus decades to breed broad public skepticism about whether or not institutions are worthy of trust. Violations of public trust unfortunately seem more commonplace today. This creates an environment which requires intentional outreach to build relationships that lead to trust.
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Historical Perspective: Decline of Trust
THEN NOW

Authority is granted 
primarily by office

Broad social consensus, 
driven by WASP males

Communication is formal, 
indirect (mass communication)

Progress is inevitable
Institutions are respected

Authority is granted 
primarily by relationship
No single social consensus, great 
diversity, many voices
Communication is informal, 
direct (masses of communicators)
Progress is possible
Institutions are questioned

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During the last 4 decades, society saw some fundamental shifts.Before that pivotal time in the late 60s – authority was granted by office. If you were a mayor, a governor, a CEO – you were automatically granted respect. Today, that’s not the case. Respect must be earned. It’s granted primarily by relationship – the public wants to know if you are someone they can trust. �Back then, broad social consensus was driven by White Anglo Saxon Protestant men – or WASP males. Today there is no single social consensus. There’s a great diversity of voices.In the 60s communication was very formal. Information was pushed to the masses by just a relatively few information sources. “Mass communication” they called it. Back then, there were only three television networks – and perhaps a newspaper on the doorstep each day. �Today, communication is very informal and instead of mass communication – there are masses of communicators – thanks in large part to the explosion of cable networks, the internet and digital communication – allowing everyone to have a voice. Back then – progress was inevitable. It was exciting. Yes, let’s put a man on the moon!  Today? Not so much. Yes progress is possible, but should we really go there? What are the risks? And who ultimately benefits from that progress? I’m just not sure about drones or GMOs, for example. Back then – “Big” was respected – institutions were respected. If your company was growing and prospering – that was celebrated. But today, there’s a perception that big is bad. Big government, big religion, big business. When you think about what happened the last 40 years, what happen in agriculture?
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Consolidated, Integrated, Industrialized

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what have the agriculture and food industries done since the pivotal year of 1968? Consolidated, integrated and industrialized to meet consumer demand...become more efficient to keep businesses running – in other words, they’ve become BIG. And there’s a growing conviction that “Big Food” is out of touch with the values of consumers....and likely to put profit ahead of public interest.
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What percentage of 
consumers are interested to 
know more about farming 

and food processing?

65%!
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Communication: Then vs. Now

Consumer

Consumer

Consumer

Traditional 
Communication 

Model

Expert

FamilyOnline 
Friends

Neighbor

FamilyFriends

Tribal/Network 
Communication 

Model

Online 
Family

Online 
Friends

Blogs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Crowd sourcing info

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwinrfu-lb7XAhWs24MKHdMCAnwQjRwIBw&url=https://www.istockphoto.com/photos/white-background&psig=AOvVaw1fQmG0toyBUf8oXH-Fg2_q&ust=1510752419377951
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Who do Consumers Trust for Food Related Information? 

53% 54% 56% 56% 57%

65% 69%
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(1001 Respondents; %=Top Box 8-10 Ratings on 0-10 scale)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(n=1001)   (%=Top Box 8-10 Ratings on 0-10 scale)
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17%

13%
15%

13%

Sources 
Ranked 

#1

First Source for Food System Information

Websites

Family –
Not Online

Local TV

Search Engines
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Building trusts requires 
a new approach

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Building trust requires a new approach.[On click] You’ve probably heard the quote, “The definition of insanity is doing the same thing over and over again, but expecting different results.” We’ve tried the education approach and it hasn’t worked. I’m going to share a new way of thinking so it should sound different to you, but it’s based on research.This video will explain why a new approach is needed.
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The Trust ModelSM (Sapp/Look East) 

VALUE 
SIMILARIT

Y

CONFIDENCE

COMPETENCE

INFLUENTIA
L

OTHERS

TRUST

Trust research 
was published in 

the 
December 2009 

Journal of
Rural Sociology

SOCIAL 
LICENSE

FREEDOM 
TO 

OPERATE
© 2018 The Center for Food Integrity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CFI was the first to build a research-based consumer trust model in partnership with Iowa State University. Earning and maintaining social license, the privilege of operating with minimal formalized restrictions, depends largely on  building confidence based on shared values. Of the three primary elements that drive trust – confidence (shared values and ethics), competence (skills and ability) and influential others (family, friends and credentialed individuals), our peer-reviewed research shows that confidence, or shared values, is three-to-five times more important than competence in building trustSOCIAL LICENSE: The privilege of operating with minimal formal restrictions based on maintaining public trust.Public trust is based on a belief that your activities are consistent with social expectations and the values of your stakeholders.
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Shared values are 3-5x more important in 
building trust than sharing facts or 

demonstrating technical skills/expertise

What Drives Consumer Trust?

TRUST

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What we found is that confidence (shared values) are three to five times more important than facts. Stated differently, facts/SCIENCE are 3-5 times less important than values when building trust. That’s not to say that facts aren’t important. Actually, they’re imperative, but the way we use them, is extremely sensitive with consumers. To meet this consumer need, we have to start business decisions and conversations by grounding them in ethics. We don’t abandon science and economics – they are critical to verify what we’re doing is the correct action, but we use them to back up our values-based foundation for a statement that will resonate with them and connect with them.But we have to remember that, with facts (science and economics data), these only provide information and increase our audiences’ knowledge. But remember the scale – facts doesn’t drive trust. Feelings and beliefs do. That’s why it’s so important to lead with values. 
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“No one cares how much you know,
until they know how much you care.”

- Theodore Roosevelt
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Don’t abandon science and facts

Lead with Shared
Values to build trust

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We don’t abandon science and economics – they are critical to verify what we’re doing is the correct action, but we use them to back up our values-based foundation for a statement that will resonate with them and connect with them.But we have to remember that, with facts (science and economics data), these only provide information and increase our audiences’ knowledge. But remember the scale – facts doesn’t drive trust. Feelings and beliefs do. That’s why it’s so important to lead with values. 
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Answering the Wrong Question
Ethical Question (Should)      Science Question (Can) 

CONFIDENCE COMPETENCE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Permission vs. proof/possibleWhen we’ve faced questions from stakeholders in the past, most questions come in at the base of the triangle – things like: are GMOs safe? Do GMOs harm the environment? Should we be changing the genetic makeup of plants? We’ve historically answered with a “science says we can.” response. Can and should aren’t the same question. Can = competency (science)Should = values/ethics (society)
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Answering the Wrong Question
Ethical Question (Should)      Science Question (Can) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Permission vs. proof/possibleWhen we’ve faced questions from stakeholders in the past, most questions come in at the base of the triangle – things like: are GMOs safe? Do GMOs harm the environment? Should we be changing the genetic makeup of plants? We’ve historically answered with a “science says we can.” response. Can and should aren’t the same question. Can = competency (science)Should = values/ethics (society)



TRUST IS POSSIBLE

© 2019 The Center for Food Integrity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talk through importance of each step: Listen without JudgmentListen for titles. Listen for areas of shared concern. Listen to find something that’s of particular interest to you. You’re truly setting aside what you are trying to help this person know – and you’re opening yourself up to understand their world view. “Most people do not listen with the intent to understand; they listen with the intent to reply. Seek first to understand; then to be understood.” - Stephen R. CoveyAcknowledge perspective and ask questionsAcknowledge: Shows that you heard their concern, perspective or questionAsk questions: Shows you’re working to understand them betterAcknowledge: A phrase that acknowledges you heard the question or statementI hadn’t heard that before…I can understand why there’s confusion…It’s something I’ve wondered, too…Ask: A question that shows you’re working �to understand them better.How old are your kids?Can you tell me where you read/heard/saw that? I’d love to check it out.What concerns you most about <topic>?“What” instead of “why”IMPORTANT: REPEAT AT LEAST THREE TIMESShare your perspective through valuesWhen you get to the point where you’re connecting at the values level and you’re in a real conversation where there’s mutual interest, then you have the opportunity to share your perspective. This is where, through your values, you talk about why you do what you do, why you’re committed to protecting the land, to ensuring a safe food supply, to taking care of employees, to contributing to your community, to taking care of animals….. And you get to use science in your explanations of HOW it is done. Find common groundPassionsInterestsTitles Explain WHY you care (VALUES!)Convey What you’ve learned (Facts)



FINAL THOUGHTS

© 2019 The Center for Food Integrity
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EMBRACE THE 
SKEPTICISM.

IT’S NOT PERSONAL…  
IT’S A SOCIAL CONDITION. 

© 2019 The Center for Food Integrity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Embrace the skepticism.  It’s not personal, it’s a social condition.Perception is realitySkepticism is the fuel for conversation and discoveryWhether in person, online, with family or perfect strangers, Skepticism persists, and perception is the reality through which consumers make decisions. Let’s use skepticism as the fuel for conversation and discovery



WHO YOU ARE IS 
AS IMPORTANT 

AS WHAT YOU KNOW

© 2019 The Center for Food Integrity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who you are is as important as what you know.Person first; expert third. Don’t forget how important your titles are in moving a conversation forward. Communicating shared values makes technical information more relevant and accessible



DON’T 
ABANDON 
SCIENCE

© 2019 The Center for Food Integrity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Don’t abandon science. The public wants information from academics but not academic information. Learn to speak in a way that’s relevant, clear and compelling and lead with values. 



65% OF CONSUMERS WANT TO 
KNOW MORE ABOUT THEIR 

FOOD

© 2019 The Center for Food Integrity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
65% of the general public wants to know more about their food.Your voice is invaluable in the discussion. Without your voice, others will fill the void.



Discussion

Roxi Beck
Roxi.Beck@FoodIntegrity.org

@roxibeck
816-556-3151

© 2019 The Center for Food Integrity



Connect with CFI!
Sign up for newsletters from 

The Center for Food Integrity.
Text the letters CFI to 1-888-585-3120.

© 2019 The Center for Food Integrity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you would like to connect with The Center for Food Integrity and receive our newsletter, please take your phones out at this time (pause)  and text CFI to the number on the screen.  This will return a message that if you click on the link, will take you to our contact page where you can put in minimal information, check the box and will then be subscribed to our newsletter.  There is an option at the bottom of the newsletter to opt out if you so choose at any time.



Thank You!
Roxi Beck

Roxi.Beck@FoodIntegrity.org
@roxibeck

816-556-3151

© 2019 The Center for Food Integrity
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